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ONLY 10 SPECIAL EDITION QUAD-WING 
INTERCEPTORS LEFT 

 
Entropia Universe auctions 15 spacecraft for a total of $75,000  

 

Gothenburg, Sweden – January 14, 2015 /Entropia Universe/ – Entropia Universe AB, the 

largest Massively Multiplayer Online Real Cash Economy (MMORCE) game, announced today 

it has officially auctioned 15 high-performance spacecraft for its popular real-cash MMO.  The 

new two-seater luxury vessels went for a total of $75,000 on the auction block, however 10 

more are still available.  Only 25 will ever be released adding to their future value.   

 

 



The Quad-wing Interceptor is a medium fighter capable of space and atmospheric flight.  Its 4-

wing configuration is commonly seen patrolling space stations and mother ships to fend off 

pirate attacks.  This fast and agile ship is the bread and butter interceptor for most private 

armies, although it’s also a favorite among privateers due to its weapons load out and speed.   

 

Auctions for the fiery-red Quadwing Equus ships began on December 9th, 2014, with opening 

bids at 50,000 PED (5,000 USD). End times for the 25 auctions listings have been staggered at 

various hours of the day, and over a period of three weeks, so that interested parties from all 

time zones can participate.  For more information, please visit: www.entropiauniverse.com.   

 

Entropia Universe is the largest Massively Multiplayer Online Real Cash Economy (MMORCE) 

game in the world. Players have no monthly costs, but deposit and withdraw real funds for their 

adventures on any planet in the Entropia Universe. For more information on Entropia Universe 

or to download the free game please visit www.entropiauniverse.com.  

 
About Entropia Universe AB 

Entropia Universe is the largest Real Cash Economy Massively Multiplayer Online Game in the world. 
Entropia Universe offers players the ability to participate in a unique virtual world where they have no 
monthly costs. Its innovative real money economy uses a virtual currency which has a fixed exchange 
rate with the US dollar. This allows players to deposit and withdraw real funds for their adventures on any 
virtual planet or in the real world. Entropia Universe uses a state of the art graphics engine to deliver the 
highest quality visuals in an MMO today.  

For more information on Entropia Universe please contact us at the email below or go to our website at 
http://www.entropiauniverse.com. 
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